NOSARA
GUANACASTE

Welcome to the home town of Activated Live Experiences. There are many reasons
why we’ve settled here and hung our sign and surf boards in this quaint beach
town. Unlike most coastal tourist towns, Nosara lacks nearly any development directly
on the beach as much of it consists of the Ostional Wildlife Refuge. It’s a low-density
tourist town yet boasts one of the top 20 surf beaches worldwide as recognized by
National Geographic, Outside Magazine, New York Times, and Men’s Health, and one
of the top 3 coolest surf towns as recognized by Travel and Leisure Magazine.

Nosara is home to the world-renowned Nosara Yoga Institute, established more than twenty
years ago, and the Omega Institute affiliated Blue Spirit Retreat resort. When you combine
world class surfing, yoga and an environmentally conscientious community, you have a pretty
special place, unparalleled anywhere else in the world. BUT, don’t tell everyone, just your
family and closest friends.
HOTEL IDEAS
Let us book you accommodations at a boutique hotel inspired by old school tropical
destinations of eras that appreciated low key glamour and total escape. The hotel is set in a
lush forest where you mingle with hummingbirds and howler monkeys. Situated a stone’s
throw from a pristine surf break with consistent year-round waves on Playa Guiones, the
hotel is ideal for a surfing or Stand Up Paddle adventure. It is an ideal space for contemplation
and deep relaxation. You will enjoy the pool surrounded by lush tropical vegetation, a
smoothie and juice bar set amidst the jungle and tropical gardens of the hotel, the luxurious
and relaxing spa and yoga studio, and the open-air restaurant with a diverse and delicious
menu of well-thought out dishes made with locally-sourced produce, fish and meats.
For a special, unique and exclusive group vacation experience we have just the place;
designed, built and owned by the founder of Activated Life Experiences. This property is not a
public hotel but rather caters to destination weddings, group family vacation, wellness
retreats, and executive conferences. Picture yourself with family, friends, or associates
immersed in nature, inspired by the expansive vistas, surrounded by the people who are
important to you. At this resort, you will find all the soothing comforts of home in an
atmosphere of simple elegance. Your meditative room will offer a breathtaking ocean
views. Meals feature locally-grown produce, meat and fresh caught fish and seafood are
cooked to order and served al fresco in the poolside dining area. The casual, enchanting
ambiance ignites the spirit, and the carefully selected and trained staff will warm hearts with
a down-home hospitality and service that exceeds the expectations of the most discerning
guest.
POINTS OF INTEREST AND ACTIVITIES
Visit the Ostional Wildlife Refuge created in 1997 in order to protect the world's most
important nesting beach of the marine turtle Olive Ridley or Lora as it is known locally, the
Leatherback and the Pacific Green turtles. The massive turtle arrivals are considered the
largest in the world, with as many as a million sea turtle eggs laid on the beach nesting areas
each year.

SURFING
If we are one of the top 20 surf beaches worldwide, you can bet that we have some of the
best surfing schools in Latin America. Playa Guiones is the perfect beach for first-time board
riders and experienced outside surfing enthusiasts. With its beach break Playa Guiones is also
one of the safest beaches for fun under the sun.
YOGA
Considered Latin America’s Yoga Capital, Nosara is home to over 10 yoga studios offering all
levels and forms. Pilates and other forms of exercise classes are available too.
STAND UP PADDLE BOARDING (SUP)
Stand Up paddling excursions, also known as paddle surfing, are designed for all levels of skill.
Start with a course that teaches you the ins and outs of the world’s fastest growing sport. Let
the paddle provide the locomotion and explore a segment of the Costa Rican coastline, rivers
and estuaries seen by a select few.
MOUNTAIN ZIP LINING
Set amidst the unequalled beauty of a Costa Rican forest wilderness with views of the Pacific,
this is the longest, highest and most exhilarating canopy tour in the world. Traversing majestic
mountain ridges and valleys, soaring high above multiple ravines, with breathtaking vistas of
rivers, waterfalls and the Pacific Ocean. This mountain zip line tour is suitable for nature
lovers, adventurers, families and all who wish to experience the ultimate canopy tour
adventure. The tour offers access to 100% natural vistas and 0% human presence, within a
pristine 2500 acre forest reserve that is situated in a coastal mountain range just 4 miles from
town. We’ll stop at the largest waterfall in the region, with a network of river pools and
endless forest trails to observe nature and listen to the chorus of howler monkeys and other
local fauna.
TOM CAR JUNGLE TOURS
Take an exhilarating off-road adventure guaranteed to be a highlight of your Costa Rica trip!
Experience Costa Rica’s secluded beaches, untouched wildlife, amazing mountain vistas and
pristine sunsets. The off-road vehicles and local guides provide a safe and thrilling ride into
remote jungle terrain to spot monkeys, exotic birds, and a variety of other jungle dwellers in
their native habitat.

